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Can We Save History from Hospice?

By Wm. David Sloan ©

David Sloan, a professor emeritus from the University of Alabama, is the author/editor of
more than forty books and is a recipient of the American Journalism Historians As soci -
ation’s Kobre Award for lifetime achievement and of a variety of other awards.

© 2018. The author owns the copyright to this essay.

Does anyone doubt that history in the JMC curricu-lum needs life support?The patient’s condition is so dire that, if some-thing isn’t done soon, history could expire at all buta few schools. If you think that diagnosis is exaggerated, con-sider some of the preliminary results coming infrom a national survey being conducted by theAmerican Journalism Historians Association. • An undergraduate history course is offered in only about two-thirds of the nation’s JMC programs. • At the majority of those programs that have a history course, it istaught only once a year or less frequently.• At fewer than 5% of the programs is a history course required. • At the graduate level the situation is even worse. Even amongthose schools that offer an undergraduate history course, fewer thanhalf offer a graduate course, and hardly any grad program requires ahistory course. • Asked to rank the importance that programs place on six subjects(such as professional skills, knowledge of communication law, and so
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forth), “knowledge of communication history” ranks either fifth or sixthat nearly every school.“At my school,” commented a respondent to the AJHA survey,“there is an elective history course, but it has not been offered since2002. I include history in my Intro to Mass Comm course and my MediaLaw and Ethics course. At a recent faculty meeting, a colleague criti-cized me for including ‘too much history’ in the intro course.”“Thank you for doing this survey,” commented another respon-dent. “But don’t bet the farm on [my school re-introducing history tothe curriculum]. The campus has a real budget crunch, and the deantold a colleague who was retiring that he was unlikely to be replaced.‘You’re a visionary,’ he said. ‘The campus needs more practical cours-es.’”The decline of history has been going on for years and years. Wemight even say decades and decades. 
Kitty Endres, the most recent winner of the AJHA’s Kobre Award forlifetime achievement, observed in an interview we published in Januaryof this year, “This is a difficult time in higher education. In my institu-tion [the University of Akron], we’re facing cutbacks. Every college,every department, every area is competing for enrollment and limitedresources. The sexy new areas, like social media, gain enrollment andget new faculty. Lots of students, and even some faculty and adminis-trators, ask if journalism history has any relevance today.”
David Abrahamson, another Kobre winner, now retired from North -western University, made a similar observation. “I hate to say this,” helamented, “but I often suspect that we may be on the verge of a genuine-ly ahistorical period. One doesn’t need to be dystopian to see evidenceof this all around us. We seem to be in an era where the journalismacademy — or at least its administrators — are hopelessly enamoredwith technology and suspicious of any subject not directly related toour students’ vocational success.”
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Pat Washburn, the 2008 Kobre winner, now retired from OhioUniversity, warned in our interview with him: “Whereas a historycourse typically used to be required of journalism majors, it is nowmostly an elective or is coupled with ethics, and many students neverunderstand the necessity of knowing any history…. There must be acontinual effort by all historians, and by the AJHA, to fight against thetendency of mass communication departments to downplay journalismhistory in undergraduate curriculums.”Here at Historiography one of our ongoing concerns has been aboutthe role of history in the JMC curriculum. In each of our interviews withKobre winners, we’ve posed the question “What do you think we in JMChistory need to be doing to improve the status of JMC history?”The answers the Kobre winners have given are worth pondering.All of them have been concerned with the decline in the importancethat JMC programs accord to history — but each of them believes thatwe can do things to revive history. Here are some of their answers.
David Copeland (2010 Kobre winner), Elon University:“The value of media history as a required part of the curriculumhas been under attack for many years, and the course has been a victimin more cases than we’d like to acknowledge…. We need to remind ourcolleagues of a couple of important points that have been said by manyin multiple ways. One is what Brink and Kelley said in 1963, ‘Studyinga subject without an appreciation of its antecedents is like seeing a pic-ture in two dimensions — there is no depth. The study of history givesus this depth as well as an understanding of why things are as they are.’Another is what Maureen Dowd of the New York Times said to a groupof our students at Elon over breakfast, ‘The best reporters at the New

York Times are those who are steeped in history and literature.’”
Maurine Beasley (1996 Kobre winner), University of Maryland:“We need to make sure our units continue to teach history byinsisting that it is relevant. Perhaps we will have to alter our approach
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to focus more on the history of technology since we are teaching moreand more hands-on courses preparing students for a technologicallydriven work force. Also, we need to think in terms of broadening ourhistory courses to reach all university students — not just journalismor mass communication students.”
Hazel Dicken-Garcia (2006 Kobre winner), University of Minne -sota:“Poor understanding by faculty … within programs impedes cur-riculum improvement, which requires colleagues’ support. More inter-action with colleagues across the hall or on the next floor could help.Brief, occasional chats about projects underway is a good start, andjournalism and mass communication historians can initiate those.”
Mike Sweeney (2015 Kobre winner), Ohio University:“We need to find ways to excite students…. History too often istaught by people who view it as a chore instead of a calling. We need tofind ways to tie issues and personalities of the past to ongoing ques-tions. Nellie Bly, William Randolph Hearst, Byron Price — these arepeople everyone should know about. And the fundamental shifts in hu -man understanding brought about by new media today have an te -cedents in the Gutenberg press, the telegraph, the radio, and so on.”I’ll close these remarks with some I made in my own Kobre inter-view in April of last year:“The answer to this question is easy. First, historians must be verygood at what they do. They need to be rigorous in their research so thattheir fellow professors will have no reason to criticize their methods.Historical research, when done properly, is much more demandingthan most theoretical, quantitative work is. JMC historians should per-form at such a level that their quantitative colleagues would be embar-rassed to criticize. “Second, historians should be PR professionals. Anytime they ortheir students have any achievement — such as presenting a research
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paper at a conference — they should publicize it among their col-leagues. That will increase both the awareness of and the respect forthe work that the historians are doing. “Third, historians should teach the general methods courses ingraduate programs. I wrote about this idea in an earlier issue of His -

toriography (“The Only Way To Make History Important,” Vol. 2[2016]:2). So I won’t repeat the details. Here’s the gist of the reasoning:Students tend to be interested in the same subjects that interest theirprofessors. In their first semester of graduate school, students tend toaccept whatever their instructors tell them they should be emphasiz-ing. If in their first semester they take courses in social science method-ology, in which their instructors emphasize the importance and pre-eminence of social science theory and methodology, by the end of thatsemester most students will have decided that they need to specializein — what else? — social science theory and methodology. So the mosteffective way to promote the study of history is by historians teachingintroductory methodology courses, where they could let the studentsknow that history is just as legitimate a research area as social and be -havioral science. “Fourth, the AJHA should institute a program that its Task Force onHistory in the Curriculum recommended years ago. The Task Force pro-posed a system that would give the AJHA’s ‘stamp of approval’ to thoseschools that meet its criteria. The system provided a way to encourageschools to improve their offerings in history. Operating such a system,though, requires work, and it’s not always easy to find professors whoare willing to work.”I’m pleased to report that, since I did my interview, the AJHA hasbegun work on the Task Force’s proposed system of evaluating schools’offerings in history.Even though it is time to summon the doctor, JMC history doesn’thave to be sent to hospice. It can be revived. Leonard Teel, the 2014
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Kobre winner, was very successful at his school not only in maintaininghistory but raising its status. “At Georgia State University,” he explained, “I found that a profes-sor’s insistence could secure curriculum changes to favor journalismhistory, and I managed to get the History of News Media course movedto the 4000/6000 level and made it one of the required CriticalThinking and Writing (CTW) courses.”A handful of professors at other schools have had similar success.And what they have achieved proves one thing: History can be animportant part of the JMC curriculum, but it will be important only ifprofessors — that means you — work hard at it.
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Writing an engaging piece about the historiographyof transnational journalism history is a bit daunt-ing. Transnational journalism history is a newenough approach that very little about it is system-atic, and not much has been written about it orthrough a particular lens. It has no well-definedepistemology and very little in the way of method-ology. Further, no actual well-developed theoreticalap proach, such as those David Sloan identified inhis seminal work Perspectives on Mass Communica -

tion History, exists either.1 Even those who labor in this particular his-torical field do not know exactly what, and sometimes even how, theyare planting. One of the biggest topics of conversation at last year’stransnational journalism history conference (only the second one yet)was the need for definitions, theoretical direction, and methods. What scholars do know is that looking at journalism as a transna-tional phenomenon means considering the profession as a thing in andof itself and not solely as the product of a particular place or culture.These scholars would never argue that journalism is not a national phe-
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Some Thoughts on Defining and Gleaning a
Historiography of Transnational Journalism 

By Debra van Tuyll ©

Debra Reddin van Tuyll, a professor at Augusta University, is the author or editor of five
books. Her most recent work is The Confederate Press in the Crucible of the American
Civil War. 

© 2018. The author owns the copyright to this essay.
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nomenon, only that some aspects of it, perhaps even many, can beexamined in a broader context than the nation state. My own studies ofConfederate journalism have been grounded in the notion that thepress of a slave state will function differently from that of a free-laborstate, and that domestic wars influence the structure and function ofthe press. By the same token, Dutch journalism, Chinese journalism,Brazilian journalism, Malaysian journalism, and American journalismwill most definitely have nationally bounded distinctions — regulationand its effect on practice being one of the most obvious. They will havecommonalities as well — printing technology, for example, or the factthat the press is, and always has been, regulated by governments, evenin a country like America where constitutional protections are extend-ed to a grand total of one profession: journalism.However, 21st century scholars have taken a keen interest in trans -national journalism, and something of a historiography of transnationaljournalism history might be gleaned from a growing body of literature.At the very least, such a historiography might be useful in pointing his-torians in fruitful directions as they look back at journalism historythrough a new lens. Before delving into those trends, and for the sake of full disclosure,I should state that I do have a particular interest in promoting this ap -proach. I, along with Mark O’Brien, a journalism lecturer at Dublin CityUniversity, are the organizers of the annual conference on transnation-al journalism history. We began plotting this conference after we met atCardiff University’s Future of Journalism conference in 2009 or so. Wewere both intrigued by the differences we observed in how Eu ropeansand Americans understand journalism, the origins of journalistic prac-tice, and the commonalities and differences in practice and regulation.Mark introduced me to John Horgan at that conference, the ombuds-man for the Irish national Press Council. As a naïve American, I wasaware of the ombudsman concept and that some American newspapers
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had them. I knew at one point back in the 1980s, America had even hada press council of its own, though it functioned as a self-policing agencythat had no real power to discipline journalists. But I had never eventhought about a national press system existing in which an ombudsmanhad real power to discipline and to affect press practice. As I gatheredother little tidbits of press practices from Romania or Wales or France,it became abundantly clear to me that my European colleagues did, infact, think about the profession at least somewhat differently than I hadbeen trained to do through my time as a professional and my graduatework. They asked similar questions, but answered them with a slightlydifferent “spin.” This difference became clear in an encounter I had withone of the attendees. Catching my American accent as we shared teaand a Welsh raisin cake, this English journalism professor exclaimed,“You’re American. You’re the ones who invented journalism.” My rathershocked response was, “We did? When?” Mark and I decided that wehad stumbled upon a phenomenon that warranted a bit of scholarly at -tention. Our conversations took on new urgency a few years later when Iwas checking a study abroad group into a B&B in Bath, England. Theproprietress looked at me appraisingly after I introduced myself.“You’re American,” she said almost accusingly. “Yes,” I replied. She nar-rowed her eyes and declared, “You’re the ones with the wonky ideasabout free speech.” Her comment was so out of context, I couldn’t thinkwhat to say. I think I eventually mumbled something about how, yes,the First Amendment did make America a bit different.Ever since the Cardiff conference, Mark and I had been meeting forcoffee whenever I visited Dublin, and the following summer when I re -layed my experience in Bath, our thinking started to move from theamorphous to the solid. Our conversation turned to the need for a con-ference that would put Europeans and Americans in the same room andstimulate what we hoped would be a fruitful conversation. Initially, we
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planned to host two conferences: one in America and one in Ireland.Interest has been sufficiently great that we will be holding our thirdconference in June 2018 in Montreal at Concordia University, and wehave plans for a fourth gathering in 2019 at the University of Gron -ingen, which brings me to the starting point of the historiography oftransnational journalism history. We have managed to attract global at -tention for the conference; this year, we will have attendees from eachcontinent, with the exception of Antarctica.In our early conversations, Mark and I did not know what to call thephenomenon we instinctively knew was worthy of further study, butwhile we were having coffee in Dublin, far across the North Sea in theNetherlands, Marcel J. Broersma at the University of Groningen was al -ready laboring in the field of transnational journalism history. The “eu -reka” moment came when I stumbled across Broersma’s 2011 articlethat offered a structure — and a name — for what Mark and I had beenthinking about so long. As far as I can determine, this is the first pieceof academic writing to ever address what Broersma termed “transna-tional journalism history.”In this article, Broersma offered a succinct definition of transna-tional journalism history. It is, according to the title of his piece, an ap -proach that balances global journalistic universals with national pecu-liarities.2 It is a journalism suited to a “transnational world ... that is notheld together by relations between nation-states but by the global stockmarket, borderless information technology, transnational conglomer-ates, including the media industries, as well as by various cultural prac-tices and flows....”3 Broersma’s introduction encapsulated exactly whatMark and I had been exploring in our conversations: journalism historyhad been bounded by national borders probably at least since the 19thcentury, and while globalization had pushed “the contemporary fieldsof journalism and journalism studies” toward research that was morecomparative and transnational, “journalism history seems to have
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lacked a trigger of this kind.” He continued, “As no pan-European publicsphere has emerged and the media continue to operate primarily at thenational level, journalism history continues to study journalism as aresultant and producer of national culture.”4 That statement opened anadditional line of inquiry that Mark and I, in our focus on media sys-tems, had overlooked: the role of the media in the creation of the publicsphere and the influence of globalization on that public sphere. As oth-ers have argued, the media is one of the most important elements in theglobalization of the public sphere because of its power to shape howaudiences understand their world.5Others were writing about transnational journalism at the time,though not in a historical context. Their work, however, helps to definethe contours that transnational journalism history might take. KevinGrieves, now of Wentworth University, previously of Ohio Uni versity,was among the first to produce a book-length study of, to use his title,
Journalism Across Boundaries. In Journalism Across Boundaries, Grievesexamined the role of journalism culture in making meaning and the cre-ating of identity (i.e., does one think of oneself as European, as Ger man,as a bit of both, or, perhaps, as a Berliner). Grieves also cast trans na -tional journalism as a bridge builder — a social structure that can beused to span cultural differences and play a role in arriving at a com-mon understanding instead of conflict. Not that this would necessarilybe an easy task to accomplish; others, in fact, have argued that mediaare more likely to reinforce national identity while repressing trans -national identity.6 Grieves backed away a bit from the bridge-buildingargument when he later pointed out that permeable transnational po -litical borders require negotiation about what constitutes news worthi -ness, appropriate sources, professional practices, and regulation.Grieves actually sees the conflict between national and trans nationalidentity as not necessarily a bad thing. Globalization only goes so far inovercoming regional and cultural journalistic (and identity) distinc-
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tions, and that is as it should be, Grieves says. Losing all vestiges of “dis-tinctive features of different journalisms — shaped by national culturesand systems” is neither desirable nor realistic.7Grieves also provided a working definition of transnational jour-nalism in his book. He distinguished between international journalismand transnational journalism this way: international journalism is “re -ported by foreign correspondents from the other side of national bor-ders.” When a foreign correspondent covers news from a bureau inanother country, the stories he sends to his employers are considered“’foreign,’” for the journalist in question frames his story in terms of“the outlook and interests of the home country.” In other words, thecountry from which the correspondent is reporting is considered“other.” Social identity theory, formulated by Henri Tajfel and John Tur -ner in the 1970s and 1980s, would postulate that in such a situation,readers would have an in-group bias against “foreign” news and a morefavorable response to domestic stories.8Transnational journalism, Grieves argues, “treats more than onenation as the home audience.” In other words, transnational journalismfocuses on similarities by dealing with commonalities rather than dif-ferences. This does not mean that national journalistic characteristicsdisappear all together with transnational journalism, only that its focusis on the “multiple ties and interactions linking people and institutionsacross the borders of nation-states.”9 Ultimately, as Broersma argued inhis 2011 article, national-level journalism deals with specifics of howjournalism is done in a particular country. Transnational journalismdeals with universals of the field — shared values, practices, routines,and perhaps even personnel.Transnational journalism seems to be a by-product of integrationand globalization. Perhaps the best example is contemporary Europewhere 28 countries have agreed to integrate currency and commercewhile keeping national borders in place. One of the ideal outcomes of
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this integration would be the creation of a European public sphere, butthat, according to Grieves, would require the creation of European jour-nalism that employs “the available transnational communication chan-nels.” That ideal has not yet been realized fully — either by Europeanmedia or by European citizens.That is not to say, however, that transnational journalism does notexist nor that it has a history. To some degree, journalism has alwayshad transnational components. Technologies, characteristics of thosedrawn into the field, transfer of practices, and, to some extent, profes-sionalization of the field can all be examined from a transnational per-spective. The best example of a journalistic technology becoming atransnational phenomenon is Gutenberg’s development of movabletype. He devised his new printing method in Germany, and it spreadacross a globe. While nation states did not yet exist, the printing pressnevertheless revolutionized communication, particularly political andre ligious communication, between leaders and publics. Certain aspectsof the Internet, such as social media apps — and some would argue theInternet itself — have had similar impacts on contemporary society. On a smaller scale, journalists and printers have been vagabondsfrom the beginning of the field. As these individual practitioners havemoved from place to place, they have taken those professional valuesand practices they have found valuable with them and thus spreadthem across the globe. Stephen D. Reese addressed this topic in a 2001article in Journalism Studies.Reese noted in his article that the reason for studying journaliststhemselves is to discover what personal characteristics influence theirwork. In the article, he proposed a “hierarchy of influences” to look atthe “broader social structural context of press practice.”10 These broad-er social contexts include journalistic routines, practices, and values.At the most basic level, journalistic routines are at least remotelysimilar across the globe — someone acquires information from some
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source and publishes it for audiences to consume. Basic journalisticroutines could likely be studied from the transnational perspectivebecause they are similar. Technology transfer would fall under this cat-egory. It is a well-known fact that the Chinese invented printing andthat Gutenberg’s innovations allowed for printing to develop as anindustry that could make information available to a broad audience.The spread of Gutenberg’s invention to other western countries is welldocumented, but the same is not so true of the next major innovation intype-setting, the linotype. The linotype was developed by the OttmarMergenthaler company in Baltimore, Maryland, in 1886.11 Historians ofprinting technology have written extensively about how the linotypesped up the news by spitting out whole lines of type instead of requir-ing typographers to set type one letter at a time (upside down andbackwards, even!). But very little is known about how the linotype in -novation spread across the globe. But spread it did. At least one ma -chine made its way to Greece and is now housed in the country’s Mu -seum of Typography in Crete.12 And, according to a 1920s trade publi-cation, Mergenthaler even managed to create a Chinese font for thelinotype consisting of only 35 characters, helping, the article claimed,the Chinese to standardize their language.13 Yet, in its story celebratingthe 100th anniversary of the linotype, The Atlantic only discussed themachine’s history and contributions to American journalism and print-ing.14 The global diffusion of the linotype would be a challenging, yetfascinating, transnational study of the influence of technology on lan-guage usage as well as on other journalistic routines.Finding universals in journalistic practices and values is more dif-ficult, given that these so often are the product of national values andcontexts. In a study of an editorial partnership between a U.S. and aFrench online news site, Angèle Christin found little in the way of aseamless transnational circulation of editorial content. As she pointedout, America and France have two very different types of media sys-
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tems, and both are extremely nationalistic in outlook.15 Still, as Broers -ma demonstrated in his article, the history of a national press cansome times be used to “demonstrate transnational universals.”16 In ahistoriographical essay on Dutch journalism, Broersma identified threedistinct stages of history studies. First came press history, or the studyof “the institutional history of the press.” Next, scholars matured tojournalism history, which focused on how news was produced and theprofessionalization of journalism in the Netherlands. Finally, scholarswere toiling in the field of the history of journalism, which extends to“content, form, and style of news coverage.” Broersma argued that thisprogression is likely not exclusive to Dutch journalism history butmight, at least in its broad contours, represent the development of Eu -ropean journalism in general.17To some degree, Broersma was describing what Startt and Sloanrefer to as the Developmental approach, which views the history ofjour nalism as “the continuing evolution of journalistic practices andstandards.”18 Broersma even says essentially that in the article’s ab -stract. He wrote, “This narrative is a story of continuous progress inwhich the de velopment of journalism is interpreted as a long road froma partisan press to press freedom, including the establishment of anautonomous profession independent of political and economic powersthat obeys more or less the objectivity regime and the practices and for-mal conventions resulting from it.”19Broersma, did, however, redeem himself (recall I’m speaking as anAmerican schooled to consider the Developmental approach to be out-dated) later in his article when he delved more deeply into the histori-cal development of Dutch journalism history scholarship and foundthat in the early 21st century, Dutch scholars turned to the more socio-logical approach advocated by James Carey in his major work Com -

munication as Culture.20It is this more sociological approach to journalism history that may
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allow the “transnational grand narrative of journalism” to become animportant development in scholarly approaches to studying journalismhistory. Such a narrative allows journalism to be viewed more broadlythan just as “a one-dimensional activity, a watchdog, a trustee of thepublic, which is there to serve one important function, i.e., a democraticone.”21It may be too soon to write an actual historiography of transnation-al journalism because it is such a new field. Still, it is possible to surmisewhat that historiography might eventually look like. Even those whoargue that journalism is not a global field agree that there are common-alities that span the practice of journalism in most places. Christin, forexample, sees the definition of journalism as having been standardizedacross the globe and conforming to the U.S. model of objectivity. Shealso sees the production journalism as deeply transnational. Produc -tion extends at least to technologies used in the creation of the actualphysical or electronic media product and to the movement of news per-sonnel across the globe. Further, because of the common understand-ing of what journalism is, journalists in most parts of the world use verysimilar writing forms and definitions of what constitutes news, thoughdefinitions of news are prone to national adaptations.22Broersma suggests seven commonalities that might provide a basisfor historical studies of transnational journalism, and thus become thebuilding blocks of a historiography of the field. Those seven focus pri-marily on news routines and conventions. They include media organi-zations and networks; transnational public spheres; transnational ra -dio and television audiences; communications technologies; transfer ofnorms and values; news forms; and news flows.23There are some other aspects of journalism that might lend them-selves to examination through a transnational lens. The relationshipbe tween language and thought and its influence on the effects of news,for example, is ripe for study, though studies in this realm would likely
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require the assistance of scholars from anthropology, psychology, andlinguistics. Language and thought are inseparable, though, and no num-ber of EU regulations can make a person living in Germany interactwith news media exactly the same way as a person living in Dublin. An -other topic would be the history of transnational journalism itself.When and where did transnational journalism become a thing in and ofitself (as opposed to international journalism)? There has to have beena spark. Perhaps it was the formation of the EU, but I suspect it wasmuch earlier.The theoretical nature of contemporary studies of transnationaljournalism is another area that may provide for fascinating historio-graphical studies in the future. Scholars have analyzed transnationaljournalism with theories ranging from field theory24 to critical theo-ry25 to gatekeeping theory26 to framing theory.27As the editors of the German journal Medien & Zeit pointed out intheir issue devoted to transnational journalism, media have transcend-ing national and cultural borders for a long time. Scholars are beginningto think about that transcendence. They are moving to global levels ofanalysis that go beyond thinking about international journalism and itsemphasis on the “other” to thinking about how stories connect audi-ences despite borders. This is a new way of thinking that could servejournalism historians well. Media have always transcended borders.Three-quarters of the space in the first issue of America’s first newspa-per to survive more than one issue, the Boston News-Letter, was givento news from the British Isles. America, it seems, could be covered in asingle column of the two-page issue. News from abroad was whatwould sell the newspaper.28While transnational journalism is portrayed as a newish phenome-non by the more social scientific mass communications researchers, itis likely much older. This new way of thinking about journalism opensa door for thinking about journalism history, particularly for those who
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are interested in examining the history of international news; the immi-grant press; the flow of journalistic technologies, values, and practices.
NOTES

1 Wm. David Sloan, Perspectives on Mass Communication History (Mahwah,N.J.: Lawrence Erl baum Associates, 1991). For a convenient summary of theschools, see James D. Startt and Wm. David Sloan, Historical Methods in Mass
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When charged by David Sloan to conduct a round-
table discussion but left free to pick a topic, I did not
hesitate. Those who know me — the conference auc-
tioneer, the wisecracker, the would-be raconteur at the
bar — will not be surprised by my choice: Having fun.

As teachers of historiography, we sometimes pro -
duce lists of why we should write and read history, and
why our students should too. I won’t go into them
here, as you know them already and several have been

discussed in these online pages. One particular item typically gets left off
the list: We do history because it excites our little gray cells, it electrifies our
emotions, and it beats the tar out of doing advanced statistical tests with lit-
tle Greek letters. In short, being a historian is fun.

I’ve invited four friends to address this topic. I chose them because I
have seen them in action, giving papers at conferences and writing with the
enthusiasm of novelists. I find them kindred spirits.

Our panelists are Maurine Beasley, professor emerita, University of
Mary land; Nicholas “Nick” Hirshon, assistant professor, William Paterson
Uni versity; Patricia G. “Pat” McNeely, professor emerita, University of South
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Carolina; and Candi Carter Olson, assistant professor, Utah
State University.

— Michael S. Sweeney, Ohio University

Sweeney: What do you find about historiography that is,well, fun?
Hirshon: Historiography is an adventure, a detectivesolving a mystery. I love documenting and preserving for-gotten media history, and as a former reporter, I have alot of fun turning over every possible stone through everymethod available — microfilm, archives, oral historyinterviews, ephemera I buy online — in order to tell astory that others have overlooked. It’s neat to think thatmy work may be the only reason why a significant histor-ical figure or event comes to public attention. I’m not do -ing some study that would have inevitably been doneanyway or has been done over and over again, like theumpteenth biography of, say, George Washington orAbra ham Lincoln. I am doing some thing unique that onlyI might have thought to do. And I really enjoy the process,too. I might stumble on a historical fact that I find inter-esting, start asking questions, and then I’m hooked. OnceI’m interested in the topic, I work relentlessly to find theanswers. Unlike other aspects of academic writing, whichdon’t always ap peal to the mainstream, historiographyinterests lots of “regular” people. I’ll tell a friend what I’mworking on — a friend who hasn’t spent a day in gradschool — and they’ll be legitimately interested and ask toread my work and then we’ll start a conversation and I’vegot them hooked, too. So not only do I enjoy the process,
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but I also like that my writing, the result of a lot of hard work, will actuallybe read and appreciated.
Olson: Like Nick, I love uncovering mysteries. I have a bit of an addictionto mystery novels, and hunting through archives is the equivalent of a real-life mystery novel without being able to guess the ending, most of the time. I also love uncovering unheard stories, particularly those of wom en.So much of our history is dominated by white, male voices. Histori og -raphies allow me to uncover the voices of people who haven’t been heardin mainstream histories. I hear a lot of, “we’ve already had one article onthis woman. Why do we need another one?” To that I answer, “Why do weneed yet another biography of Winston Churchill?” People have so manydifferent facets to their lives that multiple people need to be workingthrough multiple archives and sources of information to make historyfuller for everyone. Once history has that fullness, then it will be open toeveryone and show the complexities of human relations and our societalsuccesses and failures. We as a society did not move forward with just onegroup of people. We progressed with multiple groups producing change,sometimes together and sometimes in opposition to one another. When I’m hunting down sources for oral history interviews, I oftenhave women tell me, “Oh, but I’m not interesting. I don’t have much to say.”However, they always end up telling me eye-opening histories abouteverything from the assassination of JFK and who got the story first — theAP or UPI (turns out it was UPI) — to the ways that self-publishing hasbeen particularly empowering for women over the last twenty years. I particularly love women’s press clubs and newswomen’s historybecause the women I research were incredibly sassy, hard-working, andindomitable spirits. They would take the streetcars home at 2 a.m. in the1920s because they had a story to cover and that was the only way to gethome. They would be hired to cover women’s food and fashion, and they’dwrite stories on birth control and sex during times when those subjects
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were taboo. They would be told that women couldn’t write, so they wouldmake friends with the publishers’ wives, train them to write, and thensend the wives out into the world to make money as writers. I spend a lotof time laughing and falling in love with dead people when I’m huntingthrough archives. 
McNeely: Nothing is more fun than hitting that “eureka” moment of histo-riography when you discover an unexplored angle for an historical mys-tery, event, or person that is suddenly yours to research and write. I onlyhad time to write two books while I was teaching, but now that I’ve retired,the joy of discovering tantalizing and undeveloped topics has been trans-lated into six books that I’ve written since 2014.I was a newspaper reporter and editor for fifteen years before joiningthe journalism faculty at the University of South Carolina, so I’ve beenusing my investigative reporting skills in my history research and writing.I call this combination “investigative history.” The books that I’m writing aren’t exactly on the New York Times BestSeller List, but they’re doing quite well for local books, and I’m constantlyon the move making PowerPoint presentations and doing book signingsfor libraries, museums, book clubs, genealogy chapters, historic societies,conventions, and other civic and community organizations. I also teachclasses for senior groups who love history and — best of all — buy mybooks. That has created a “domino effect” on my research and writing whereone discovery leads to another. I’ve written a lot about the Civil War, andafter I make a presentation, four or five people usually come forward totalk about their family histories and legends. Some bring copies of lettersand diaries that their ancestors wrote, or swords that were saved from theCivil War. I’ve met dozens of descendants of historic figures, including gen-erals and politicians who played leading roles in South Carolina during theCivil War, and from time to time, I think about trying to organize a reunion
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of all those descendants.Once someone gave me a plastic grocery bag that I later found con-tained an original linen-backed 1865 war map. Another time, someonecame in with a big envelope full of Confederate money wanting to know ifit was worth anything. Others have invited me to their homes to see arti-facts and documents, many of which should be in archives and mu seums.One woman showed me a table in her front yard that is one of the granitecapitals that was shot or fell off a column at our Statehouse during theburning of Columbia in the Civil War.Another time, I found a family with original letters, documents and abook signed by General William T. Sherman that they have hidden awayfor more than 150 years. There was enough to write a book called, Eye -

witnesses to General Sherman’s Campaign in the Civil War.Right now, I’m waiting to hear from a woman who has documents thatmay help solve the argument that has raged for years between North andSouth Carolina about where Andrew Jackson was born. Jackson wrote fourdifferent times, including in his will, that he was born on a plantation be -longing to his aunt and uncle in South Carolina, but North Carolina pointsto the fact that the Jackson farm was located in North Carolina. After Imade a presentation on my latest book, An drew Jackson, John C. Calhoun

and the Petticoat Affair, a woman said that she and Jackson were relatedthrough an ancestor who had been the midwife when Jackson was born inSouth Carolina. With rising hope, I asked if she had any letters or docu-ments. When she said she did, I had that great “rush” you get when youthink you have found a significant piece of an historic puzzle. Doesn’t thatpique your interest too? 
Beasley: Some people may think historical research means sitting in astuffy archives pouring over microfilm. In my experience it’s far moredaunting and comical if not occasionally scary. Well do I remember run-ning down a dark street in a strange town at 3 a.m. in pursuit of Eleanor
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Roosevelt’s press conference material on one occasion and spending anail-biting night in what I am sure is a haunted mansion in New York Cityon another.And then there were all those times I dressed up in a fox fur piece likeEleanor wore to set the stage for research presentations about her andfound the audience laughing — not at what I intended to be scintillatingand witty remarks — but at my vain attempts to catch the fur piece as itkept sliding off my shoulders. One other incident: I took an undergraduatestudent to a journalism history conference where he gave an excellentpaper he had written for my history class at the Uni versity of Maryland. Ipresented my own paper after him. When I congratulated him on his pres-entation, he said, “Thanks — and oh, you were good, too — a lot betterthan you are in class!”
Sweeney: To what extent does such positive energy help you choose proj-ects and move them forward?
Olson: At the moment, my historiographies are focused on women’s pressclubs and the newswomen associated with them. So I choose projectsbased on the clubs that seem like the natural next step. I’m al ways excitedto start digging on a new club because I know that I’m going to uncoversomething that club itself probably hasn’t heard about. It’s also importantto me to be doing oral histories as quickly as possible because many of mysources are reaching an age where they either will not be able to remem-ber their pasts or they are not going to be there any longer to tell the tales. When I was getting close to the end of my dissertation, I took sectionsof my work around to the women I’d interviewed and had them review thepages I’d written with their words. One of my women had tripped whilewalking her dog about a year beforehand. She sustained a massive braininjury and was still in recovery. She read through the quotes with tears inher eyes and said, in brief, “You captured my memories before I forgot
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them.” That statement is always in the back of my head as I’m working. Our history is fragile and ephemeral. We have to capture memories,dig up that crumbling letter, and read the molding diaries, newspapers, ornewsletters before they’re gone. 
McNeely: Years ago, I stumbled and fell across the gravestone of anEnglish printer and American patriot in an obscure cemetery in up countrySouth Carolina. Wondering why he was buried there, I followed that trailfor a paper that I wrote on the founder of the nation’s third daily newspa-per, and I’ve been stumbling over tantalizing topics ever since. I’ve foundthat the key to keeping the positive energy bubbling is identifying an inter-esting topic, preferably with good and personal local angles, although localfor me means my entire state. 
Hirshon: I love how historiography allows us to explore pretty muchwhatever topic we find interesting, as long as we can make an argumentfor its significance to mass media history. I grew up in Queens, a blue-col-lar borough of New York City that is often lost in the shadow of more glam-orous Manhattan. And I grew up as a fan of two underdog sports teams,Major League Baseball’s New York Mets, always second fiddle to the NewYork Yankees, and the National Hockey League’s New York Islanders, anafterthought to the big-city New York Rangers of Madison Square Garden.In other words, I’m used to people dismissing a lot of the topics that I findinteresting: the history of Queens and the Mets and the Islanders. So it’sfun to use the research tools that I learned about in my doctoral programto explore the media angles of topics that people tend not to pay attentionto. It’s proving the naysayers wrong.
Sweeney: How can we, as historians, communicate this enjoyment to ourstudents?
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McNeely: If students can be guided toward topics that are relevant tothem while simultaneously understanding that they are private detectivessolving history’s mysteries, they’ll get excited. To keep that excitement going, students need to understand how tomine the vast resources available in local libraries and how to tap theexpertise of librarians. The range of resources, rare books, and early news-papers available online has greatly expanded, and today’s students wholive on the internet have access to resources that once took weeks ofsquinting at microfilm and two or three weeks waiting for articles to becopied. With vast resources available at the flick of a wrist, students need tobe guided to trusted sources and taught how to recognize “fake history.”And now that iPhones have cut notetaking to minutes instead of hours, it’smore important than ever for students to have a clear understanding ofplagiarism and the importance of accurate citations. Armed with an interesting topic and a clear understanding that theyare detectives solving mysteries and writing stories, how can they help butenjoy historiography? 
Olson: I talk about my research in class, and I work with undergraduatesas research assistants to try to communicate the excitement of historiog-raphy to a new batch of potential archive diggers. Beyond that, though, I’mdoing an experiment with my large-lecture media literacy students thisterm to try to get them to incorporate some history into class discussions.I’m doing an in-class assignment asking them to identify a stereotype,write a history of the stereotype, identify three media texts that use thestereotype, and write how the stereotype is used in those media texts. Iask them to write it in an undergraduate-level imitation of the caricaturedefinitions on the Ferris State University Jim Crow Museum of RacistMemorabilia. This term, however, I’ve spoken with the archivist in ourlibrary, and I’m going to have students head down to the archives and see
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if they can find an archival example of their stereotype to add into the proj-ect. I’m interested to see how many students embrace this challenge andhow many will hate it. 
Hirshon: If you’re genuinely enthusiastic about historiography, or any-thing else, your students will see it. I try to tell my graduate students aboutmy work in an accessible way, and I emphasize how they don’t have toresearch some long-distant piece of media history that has no connectionto their lives. That’s how a lot of them view media history: something fromvery, very long ago, like the development of the telephone. But historiog-raphy can be much more recent and relevant to their lives than that. As Ido, they can research almost any part of media history that interests them— the history of the cartoon show they loved to watch growing up, or thesongs of their childhood, or movies, or books. I think that’s a key advan-tage that we have over other fields. It’s more difficult, sometimes, to seehow non-historiographical research could possibly be a labor of love, apassion project. Historiography just seems to go hand in hand with aresearcher’s enthusiasm.
Sweeney: And now, a final word from a masterful teller of fun stories.
Beasley: About that 3 a.m. experience. It happened because I stupidlymissed a plane connection in Denver to Laramie, Wyoming, where theUniversity of Wyoming has a valuable collection of papers of Wash ingtonjournalists, one of whom covered Eleanor’s press conferences. I was sobusy grading papers I had brought with me that I didn’t hear the an -nouncement my plane was leaving (such was my life as an assistant pro-fessor who finally had gotten a little research grant to go to Wy oming). Theplane departed at 8 p.m. and I had arrangements made to be taken frommy motel to the university archives in Laramie at 7 a.m. the next morning.I was determined to keep that appointment. So I managed to get from the
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airport to the Greyhound Station in Denver and board a late-night bus forWyoming. I was the only passenger who got off at Laramie at 3 a.m. infront of a closed bus station. The driver, after expressing some concern for my well-being, pointedme in the direction of my motel. I set out to walk there, considerably has-tened by the fact that a saloon, the only place with lights on, suddenlyclosed and an inebriated patron appeared to be chasing me. I dashed intothe motel lobby where I woke up a sleepy clerk who wanted to knowwhere I had come from. “Why, Bethesda, Maryland,” I gasped to his evi-dent astonishment. But I kept that 7 a.m. appointment.About that haunted mansion in Manhattan: I ended up with a sleep-less night there as a result of trying to find a cheap place to stay in NYC,where I was looking at an archives housed in a private club that once hadbeen the magnificent residence of a leading political figure. The head of thearchives said occasionally researchers were allowed to stay there, and theprice — $40 for the night — certainly appealed. Well, I was there inAugust; my narrow room had no air-conditioning and little paint on thewalls. I found the bathroom, which had been intended for servants in the1890s and not updated since, at the end of a dismal hallway. These draw-backs, however, paled in comparison to the sounds I heard all night long— groans, sighs, and strange noises. To top it all off, the archives wasn’t invery good shape either, but then journalism historians have to be a re -silient lot.To this day when I meet academics who heard me talk about EleanorRoosevelt, they never mention what I said, but they ask if I still have myfox fur, which incidentally was a present from friends in AJHA who foundit at a garage sale, I think. It has provided a lot of laughs for people in ourfield, especially me, and I thank those who gave it to me. 
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Bill Huntzicker is a leading historian of the American
pioneer press. His book The Popular Press, 1833-1865,
which included an account of the frontier press along
with American newspapers in general, is recognized as
one of the authoritative histories of the journalism of
the period. It received a Choice Award in 1999 as one
of the year’s outstanding scholarly books. Before retir-
ing in 2017, he had taught journalism at Bemidji State
University, St. Cloud State Uni versity, the Univer sity of
Minnesota, and the Uni versity of Wisconsin-Riv er Falls.

He received his Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota.

Q: Tell us a little about your family background — where you were born

and grew up, your education, and so forth.

Huntzicker: In introductions to students, I called myself a “cowboydropout,” who, despite having grown up on eastern Montana ranches,didn’t think I could make it in that culture. I was born in St. Paul,Minnesota, where my mother’s father was a physician whose familylived upstairs from his practice. When I was about a year old, my par-ents moved me to southeastern Montana, where we lived in a verysmall town called Ismay and ranched on a place that included the landon which my father’s family homesteaded in 1908. Over the years, welived on several farms and ranches around Miles City, where my mother
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re-started her career as a social worker. Once we moved to Miles,where I started the fourth grade, Mom worked at the courthouse intown and Dad owned and/or leased different ranches. I felt I had thebest of both worlds: country life in summer and weekends and life inthe big city (town of 10,000) on weekdays during the school year.Beginning in high school, I wrote as a stringer for the daily Miles

City Star and worked there as a reporter and editor for two summerswhile in college. Small town dailies are the best places to start; the dailydeadlines give you the experience but they’re small enough to allowyou to generalize. On some days, I had pages that were all mine: thestory, photos, captions, layout and headlines. My mother had instilled a desire to attend the University of Minne -sota, her alma mater, but we couldn’t afford the out-of-state tuition. SoI attended Montana State University in Bozeman, to study math butswitched to history because my real desire — journalism — wasn’toffered as a major there. Colleagues at the Star were such good teachersthat I put their training to use when I was editor of the student weeklynewspaper. I used to joke that I was the only person I knew who tookhis on-the-job training to college instead of the other way around. But Idiscovered that I loved teaching reporting and writing to individualsand small groups when we trained our own staff.MSU’s history department was inspirational, and an adviser to ourstudent paper, Hari N. Dam, himself an outstanding journalism teacherin the English department, encouraged me to go to graduate school inAmerican studies at the University of Minnesota. He thought correctlythat interdisciplinary study would suit me; I probably didn’t even knowwhat the word meant back then. American studies introduced me tojournalism and media history and theory as well as the main Americanstudies disciplines of history and literature. The themes of American cultural and intellectual history lendthem selves to journalism and media history.
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Q: What did you do professionally before going into teaching?

Huntzicker: Upon college graduation, my freelance work for the As -sociated Press paid off with a job at the AP in Minneapolis, where Iwanted to attend graduate school. Because it was an election year in1968, I used my press credentials on my time off to see as much as Icould about the political process. The political reporters weren’tcelebrities in those days, and several of them welcomed me to tag alongwhen they came to town with the candidates they were following.While in graduate school, I worked in public relations, mostly writingnews, for the University of Minnesota. When I completed the doctorate,I took a teaching position with a severe pay cut from public relations. I’ve also worked in public relations for non-profits between teach-ing positions. 
Q: Where, and what courses, have you taught?

Huntzicker: University of Wisconsin-River Falls: news writing, report-ing, public affairs reporting, technical writing, photography, photogra-phy II, photojournalism (all in pre-digital film and darkroom era), prin-ciples of advertising, public relations
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities: reporting, interpretive report-ing (now called in-depth reporting), publications editing, journalismhistory, case studies in media history and law studies (1833-1865), anda similar case study course on the era of Reconstruction and the GildedAge
Bemidji State University (Minnesota): reporting, media writing (in -cluding Web pages), mass media history, introduction to radio writingand production (team taught), introduction to television writing andproduction (team taught), persuasion, media ethics, advertising copy-writing, news editing, and mass communication theory, research and
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thesis (a two-semester sequence for seniors). I created an entirelyonline course in which students had to research and interview onlineand post their stories when done.
St. Cloud State University (Minnesota): mass media history, report-ing, media writing, introduction to multimedia journalism, AmericanTelevision and Cultural Diversity (in which students analyzed a televi-sion series for ethnic, racial, gender and other identity issues), CriticalAnalysis of the Media, and graduate seminars in ethics, mass communi-cation theory, and diversity issues in the mass media

Q: Tell us about your background in history — When did you first get in -

terested in historical research? How did your education prepare you to be

a historian?

Huntzicker: I grew up with history all around me. Our cattle grazed onland that once had homesteads on every 160 acres. The places werenamed for the original homesteaders. For example, our ranch housewas the Julius Zabel place. His brother, Henry Zabel, homesteaded a fewmiles down the road. Henry Zabel’s daughter married Kenton Stickney,whose family homesteaded a few miles away. It was hard to imagine ahouse on every 160 acres on land that became large pastures. When myfather and his two sisters were young, they could stand on the roof oftheir house and holler at the Zabels and Stickneys when the wind wasright. None of those houses, yards or corrals remain. The land has alsochanged. The Homestead Act required the land to be farmed; but afterthe grasshoppers and the dust bowl ended much of the dry-land farm-ing there, much of the land became pasture again.The town, Ismay, had a bar, two churches, two grain elevators, anda Post Office when I was in high school. One of my first political activi-ties was to testify in Ismay to the state’s public transportation commis-sion against allowing the railroad to remove the depot agent in Ismay.
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We argued that he helped facilitate the fighting of prairie fires, whichwere still started by trains moving through the dry prairie. At one time,the town shipped many cattle out on the Milwaukee Railway, saw pas-sengers come and go on the trains, operated three gas stations (one ofwhich was owned by my dad for a while), a bank, two general stores,and a newspaper. Many of the town’s buildings fell in on themselvesduring my lifetime. When U.S. Highway 12 was constructed long beforeI was born, it missed the town by six miles — it’s the nearest pavedroad today.People around me practiced nostalgia like a religion, rememberingthe heyday of the town and some of its people. Not all memories werepleasant. My grandfather invented a device to catch grasshoppers tofeed to chickens. Grasshoppers were so hungry that they would gnawon a pitchfork handle, leaving it too rough to use with bare hands.During the Depression, I was told, cattle prices were so low that therailroad demanded payment for shipping in advance because the cattlemay not sell for enough to pay for the transportation.A major industry of my larger hometown, Miles City, was the sale ofits history for tourism. Gen. Nelson A. Miles, for whom the town wasnamed, was the general commanding Fort Keogh when it was estab-lished after Custer’s defeat at the Little Big Horn in 1876. The magnifi-cent row of officers’ houses deteriorated along with other originalbuildings as an agricultural experiment station was established in itsplace. One of President Trump’s first actions to thank the communityfor its support was to eliminate the Fort Keogh livestock experimentstation. Both Miles City and Ismay are in Custer County, named ofcourse for the martyred and careless cavalry leader. Most towns had arodeo in those days; Miles City had two a year.A local photographer created a business of restoring and sellingphotographs made by the original post photographers, including beau-tiful images of Native Americans and native wildlife, as settlers took
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over the area. In my opinion, L.A. Huffman has a series of photos on thedecimation of the bison and the breaking of a horse that are as signifi-cant as photo essays as anything Life magazine published.The point is not to relate my region’s history — I’ve already saidmore than I actually know about it — but to relate that I saw and appre-ciated history and wanted to understand it, even though I left Montana.In graduate school at the University of Minnesota, Professor EdwinEmery required our seminar to research the news coverage of an his-torical event. So I chose the Battle of the Little Bighorn (Big Horn whenI grew up in Montana; recently officially made Bighorn by the NationalPark Service). This activity began my interest in news coverage of thewar for the Northern Plains, a topic that I continue to study.Emery’s seminar taught me that research into media history allowsready access to accessible sources — published material — and can bedeveloped into interesting and publishable research. At the same time,I was getting rich lessons in intellectual and cultural history from histo-rian David W. Noble and political theorist Mulford Q. Sibley. Minne -sota’s American studies program was known for its broad look atAmerican history’s main ideas, from a “city on a hill” to discussions ofthe “American character.” A dynamic dissertation and book that grewout of that program was John William Ward’s Andrew Jackson, Symbol

for an Age.The study of American culture helped me understand how peoplewho grew up in a tough rural existence could perceive themselves ascowboys. As a child, I used to imagine being in a movie while I was rid-ing the ranch on my Shetland pony. My pony, Sugar, was more like a petthan Roy Rogers’s Trigger. When Dad got a palomino mare, though, shebecame my favorite horse and I rode her all I could. Throughout my life, I saw the landscape change over time andlearned how tenuous our relationship is with both nature and the mar-ketplace. Homesteads were imposed on prairie that couldn’t sustain
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them, and many were converted back to pasture now administered bythe federal government and leased to local ranchers.
Q:Who or what have been the major influences on your historical outlook

and work?

Huntzicker: When I was an undergraduate at Montana State, PierceMullen assigned Thomas S. Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolu -

tions for a senior-level history of science course. Then at Minnesota,David W. Noble assigned the same book for a course on AmericanIntellectual History. Most of the evidence we gather supports the rulingmyths we live by. This myth-and-symbol school of American studies —for which Minnesota was notable — was falling from grace in favor ofmore social science and quantifiable research — at about the same timeas Ronald Reagan became president by exploiting the national mythsand symbols.“Down with the king; long live the king,” Noble used to say to indi-cate that Americans perceived themselves as antiestablishment even asthey were building a new establishment. Failure to acknowledge thatone cannot escape one’s roots was a major failing of American culture,fostering the myth that a rugged individualist working alone could suc-ceed as a cowboy or an industrialist. Noble waged war on the idea ofAmerican exceptionalism — our forebears actually imported Europeanculture with them, despite our national inferiority complex thatspawned extreme individualism and nationalism. Professors Noble andSibley gave me the intellectual tools to look critically at our large cultur-al myths. Noble taught that there were no virgin births — except maybethat one time — and that we need to understand our own heritage andbiases and work to overcome them. At the same time, he appreciatedthe diversity and complexity of American life, rather than looking forthe simplest explanations.
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My journalistic experience taught me to question both the routineand outlandish claims of political leaders. 
Q: What are the main areas or ideas on which you concentrate your his-

torical work?

Huntzicker: As a student of history, I’ve tried to integrate some historyinto every course I teach. When I taught photography, I discovered theillustrated press, most notably Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper and
Harper’s Weekly. I spent years collecting images of Native Americansand the cultural conflict in the West. Today my students can find all ofthose stories and images with a 20-minute search of HarpWeek. It’s sounfair!! Anyway, I presented many academic papers on 35mm slides of19th century images exploring cultural assumptions and westwardexpansion.From this study, I grew to appreciate the power of images to create,reinforce and challenge our political and cultural assumptions. I hopeto continue to research images from the earliest pictorial publicationsthrough television. I believe the memes on Facebook used to manipu-late the 2016 election have power, like television commercials since the1950s, that we have only begun to understand.I continue to be interested in the development of the West and themedia’s role in it as well as the power of images.Because of my interest in the West, David Sloan and Jim Startt invit-ed me to write the chapter on the frontier press for their text, The Media

in America: A History. Of course, I’m proud of my chapter survivingthrough ten editions of this book now with Sloan. They later invited meto write The Popular Press, 1833-1865 for their series of books on thehistory of American newspapers. Coincidently Professor Hazel Dicken-Garcia had invited me to teach a course focusing on this same period forthe University of Minnesota. Sloan, Startt and Dicken-Garcia drew me
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into the study of newspapers and journalism during the antebellum andCivil War era — a period that saw the creation of professionalism injournalism and the values we cherish today.From these interests, I became involved in the annual Symposiumon the 19th Century Press, the Civil War and Free Expression at theUniversity of Tennessee at Chattanooga. My papers have been pub-lished as chapters in six of the books Professor David B. Sachsman hasedited from this conference that he has organized for more than 25years. 
Q: Summarize for us the body of work — books, journal articles, and so

forth — that you have done related to history.

Huntzicker: My greatest achievement cannot be listed in a bibliogra-phy. I’m most proud of students who have learned enough aboutreporting, writing and critical thinking that they are successfully prac-ticing in the field. Although few of my students are historians, I hope Istimulated an interest in history among many of them. As a journalist, I enjoyed covering academic subjects, often in lawor history, for a popular audience. I also loved to write against popularstereotypes, trying to increase sensitivity to overlooked people, ideasand issues. By following the work of faculty, I was often able to writeabout such research and publications for the University News Service. Starting out in academia, I continued to analyze stereotypes, takingmy slides on the images of Native Americans, Chinese Americans andthe development of the West to academic and popular history groups.Given the teaching loads with which I started, I’m proud of this part ofmy work. To some extent, I influenced a small audience, mostly throughAJHA, that, in turn, reached larger audiences. I’m particularly proudthat faculty, like John Coward, David Mindich, David Sloan, David Sachs -man, and David Noble and others, have mentioned me in their acknowl-
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edgements and/or footnotes. I have published a number of book chapters and papers onAmerican Indians and Chinese Americans in the 19th century press in,among other places, Journalism History, South Dakota History, Min ne -

sota’s Heritage No. 7 and the books edited by David B. Sachsman fromUniversity of Tennessee at Chattanooga. As a volunteer reporter for neighborhood publications, I coveredthe conflicts over historic preservation. Observing this work, a repre-sentative of the History Press invited me to write a history of Dinky -town, a four-block business district adjacent to the University of Minne -sota in Minneapolis. 
Q: Of the books you have written, from which ones did you get the most

satisfaction?

Huntzicker: My most substantive work is The Popular Press, 1833-

1863, published in 1999 with the sustained encouragement of DavidSloan and Jim Startt. Without their patience and persistence, I mightstill be working on it. I owe them more than I can say.
Q: We realize that it is difficult to judge one’s own work — and that the

most accomplished people are often the most modest — but if you had to

summarize your most important contributions to the field of JMC history,

what would they be?

Huntzicker: I hope I have made a contribution to the community ofmedia historians. We have been fortunate to work in some organiza-tions, like American Journalism Historians Association and the Sym -posium at Chattanooga, in which we can get acquainted as we share ourideas and research. In the process, I have refereed innumerable papersfor these conferences and those of the larger AEJMC and other publica-
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tions. With my adjunct and temporary academic appointments, I havenot committed to long-term involvement, like serving on boards. But Idid a three-year term on the AJHA board and even longer on theChattanooga Symposium’s steering committee. 
Q: As you look back over your career, if you could do anything differently,

what would it be?

Huntzicker: The most difficult things to teach — listening skills, criti-cal thinking, and a sense of curiosity — are the three most importanttools a student needs in life and on the job as a journalist or historian. Iwould try to work out more assignments and activities that emphasizethese tools. These three attributes seem more easily developed in his-tory than journalism.From a career perspective, I would have tried to understand themarket to the extent possible. I was a white male applying during theheight of the affirmative action period, and forecasts of a tight job mar-ket proved accurate in the 1980s. I would also try for a tenure-track position in a larger campuswhere tenure may be more promising than at a small campus unlikelyto tenure an entire department. Although I went into a tight economicjob market, I did it in a large metropolitan area where I wanted to re -main and where I could find many places to work. I have taught onseven campuses. Working as an adjunct on temporary appointments isstressful, but I have been fortunate to work with some great people. 
Q: Tell us about your “philosophy of history” (of historical study in general

or of JMC history in particular) or what you think are the most important

principles for studying history.

Huntzicker: Like my graduate school mentors, I appreciate the diver-
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sity and complexity of American life and would like to help other peopledo the same. Some of the persistent themes from the 19th century —especially nativism, racism, stereotyping, scapegoating, and xenopho-bia — persist today. Students and others can understand their ownworld view better once they study the evolution of them and see theirroots in the past. Each new mass medium — beginning with the penny press andtelegraph — was heralded as a tool to facilitate community and peace.Yet we get extreme sectionalism and Civil War within a few years. Morerecently, radio and television don’t seem to have brought the global vil-lage Marshall McLuhan forecast. Instead, we have bunkers built aroundFacebook “friends” and other internet interest groups and communica-tion in 144 characters (or whatever the tweet character limit is now). 
Q: How would you evaluate the quality of work being done today in JMC

history — its strengths and weaknesses?

Huntzicker: Our greatest strength is the number of former and currentprofessional journalists involved. The result is that we get papers, con-ferences and journals with solid research and accessible writing.Refereeing papers can even be fun, and the conferences are far fromstuffy. I can remember some papers that I said I wished were evenlonger. Many JMC programs still have a chasm between faculty and coursesin skills, on the one side, and theory, ethics and history on the other.The greatest thrill of teaching in this field is the ability to work bothsides of the fence. The writing skills are important no matter what ca -reer one chooses. A good teacher should emphasize the practical skillswhile encouraging critical theories and questions. 
Q: What do you think we in JMC history need to be doing to improve the
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status of JMC history in (1) JMC education and (2) the wider field of histo-

ry in general?

Huntzicker: I think solid research will improve our standing in main-stream history. I’ve seen my book cited in a number of general historybooks in the time period, and other books in our series edited by Sloanand Startt are cited as well. Others, like David Mindich and Joe Camp -bell, have been capturing popular audiences with reviews in major pub-lications and interviews in the media.I appreciate seeing an increasing number of widely cited col-leagues, including Dicken-Garcia, Coward, Mindich, Maurine Beasley,David Copeland, Carol Sue Humphrey, Patrick Washburn, Patricia Doo -ley, David Domke, Michael Sweeney, Mark Neuzil, David Perlmutter,Gio vanna Dell'Orto, and the late Barbara Cloud and the late DwightTeeter — to name a few.With solid research, imaginative theories and accessible writing,leaders in our field will continue to be more relevant as media issuescontinue to receive more attention. 
Q: What challenges do you think JMC history faces in the future?

Huntzicker: As more politicians and policy makers challenge the FirstAmendment, we must derive ways to affirm the importance of freeexpression and, in journalism, fact-based reporting. In this deeply par-tisan era, this challenge to our values must be met with meaningful dis-cussion. For my part, I hope to explore some of the values that havecome to the fore in the past few years; some have been continuingthemes throughout our history. In a society that has seldom valued history and the liberal arts ingeneral, survival of the history courses in our majors is the biggest chal-lenge. 
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The general political and social partisanship sometimes infects theacademic community, raising basic issues about free expression, diver-sity and the mission of education to both challenge and reinforce tradi-tions. The pessimist in me worries about an impending confrontationbetween advocates of free expression and armed defenders of theSecond Amendment. If that happens, no one will have a safe space on oroff campus. The optimist on my other shoulder says the growth ofsatire and its popularity among socially responsible millennials speakswell for a future in which people can courageously speak truth topower. Both the optimist and pessimist see the power of social mediaincreasing. We who study media, history and free expression should beat the heart of these discussions.We need to foster meaningful discussion and debate with a realistichistorical perspective. Those of us who study free expression should beat the heart of this discussion. 
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Chad Raphael won both the Frank Luther Mott-Kappa
Tau Alpha Research Award and the Best Journalism
and Mass Communication History Book Award, given
by the History Division of the AEJMC, for the year’s
outstanding book for his 2005 history, Investigated Re -

porting: Muckrakers, Regulators, and the Struggle over

Television Documentary. He teaches communication at
Santa Clara Uni  versity.

Q: Give us a brief summary of your book.

Raphael: The book examines the spread of investigative reporting inAmerican television documentaries from the early 1960s to the mid-1970s and the hostile responses this provoked in government. As doc-umentarians developed the contours of watchdog reporting on televi-sion, Congress, the Federal Communications Commission, and thecourts in turn investigated the fairness and accuracy of broadcast newsmore extensively than at any other time in television’s history. Thesewere political struggles over framing some of the most contentiousissues of the era: poverty and welfare, the Cold War and the War inVietnam, and business and consumerism. But they were also conflicts
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over how the relatively new and powerful medium of television oughtto represent reality, including whether and how broadcast journalistsshould practice objectivity or muckraking, use hidden cameras, andedit interviews fairly. And these were also regulatory battles overwhether television journalists deserved the same First Amendmentrights as print reporters, the proper role of government oversight, andmedia accountability for staging, distorting, or biasing the news. Thebook concludes by considering the legacy of these controversies for thepolitical, representational, and regulatory conditions of watchdog re -porting.
Q: How did you get the idea for your book?

Raphael: From Michael Curtin’s Redeeming the Wasteland: Television

Documentary and Cold War Politics, I learned that all of the networkscreated prime-time documentary series in the early 1960s. Curtinshowed that the networks invested in documentaries to please regula-tors and elected officials who resented what FCC chairman NewtonMinow called the “vast wasteland” of escapist entertainment on thetube, epitomized in the quiz show scandals, but also to serve networknews executives’ and journalists’ interests in building their influenceand prestige in American journalism. Political and broadcast leadersagreed that prime-time documentaries could provide public serviceprogramming that would benefit citizens, the broadcast industry, andthe government.But I also knew that within a few short years, Congress and the FCCwere routinely hauling in journalists to defend their work duringnumerous investigations of documentary news practices and many ofthe Nixon administration’s allegations of media bias focused on docu-mentaries. So I wanted to know why this broad consensus for televisiondocumentary dissolved and why it became the most controversial of
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broadcast news genres. The short answer I found in the existing literature was that net-work documentarians began practicing investigative reporting, takinga more adversarial stance toward government, which sparked a gov-ernment backlash. But I suspected the answer was more complicated.
The Journalism of Outrage, by David Protess and his colleagues atNorthwestern, had shown that many investigative reports are productsof collaborations between reporters and government sources, who pro-vide story ideas and information in order to influence policy throughthe news. Dan Hallin’s The ‘Uncensored’ War: The Media and Vietnamand Lance Bennett’s theory of indexing suggested that the range of pol-icy views represented in mainstream news coverage usually mimics thescope of debate in official policy circles, ignoring or marginalizing otherviews as illegitimate or unrealistic. This led me to examine whether therise of controversial documentaries and government investigations ofthem might express growing disagreement among political and journal-istic elites, and not just between them, over increasingly divisive issues. So my main questions emerged from comparing what I’d learnedabout the media history of the 1960s with what I was learning fromsocial scientific studies of investigative reporting and media-state rela-tions conducted years later.
Q: What new insights does your book provide?

Raphael: One lesson is that when the news media face a sustained cri-sis of public legitimacy, we should look beyond simple explanationsabout rising media adversarialism toward government. Instead, thereare likely to be three dimensions to the crisis: a polarized political cli-mate, a struggle over journalistic practices for representing reality (of -ten sparked by the rise of a new medium), and an unsettled regulatoryregime (again, often because a new medium demands new rules of the
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road). Similarly, I see political, representational, and regulatory dimen-sions to today’s debates over news on social media.I also tried to leave readers with a model not only of how watchdogreporting is produced through collaboration among journalists, gov-ernment sources, and interest groups, but also how reports are at -tacked and delegitimized. Officials and corporate targets of thesereports played an important role in dampening the influence of inves-tigative reports on public opinion and policy, but this also depended onwhether reporters’ own bosses, interest groups, and the other newsorganizations attacked or defended the report. Some executives decid-ed that it was more cost-effective or politically expedient to disowntheir reporters’ methods and findings, journalists at other news organ-izations saw these controversies as an opportunity to hurt a competi-tor, and some interest groups decided not to champion the reports as away to advance their policy proposals.I close by arguing that investigative reporting’s mission to servethe public interest was better served by the regulatory regime of the1960s than it was afterward. The FCC may have repealed the FairnessDoctrine and ignored its own rules against news distortion, but thesewere largely symbolic regulations that had little effect on investigativenews. Deregulation did not set watchdog reporters free but increasedthe role of the judiciary in overseeing news through tort suits, and leftnews more vulnerable to market pressures, and therefore underfund-ed. 
Q: What findings most surprised you?

Raphael: I was most surprised by how divided the news media wereover these controversies. Local stations resented network journalistsas arrogant outsiders who generated bad publicity about local areas onthe national stage. Print journalists looked down their noses at their
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television counterparts, seeing them as show business types who over-simplified stories to grab ratings. Some network reporters and execu-tives faulted watchdogs for not practicing objectivity. I was also surprised by how many government actors turned out tobe investigative reporters’ best friends. The FCC consistently protectedmuckrakers by refusing to enforce its Fairness Doctrine or news distor-tion rules against reports, sometimes by ignoring facts and using tortu-ous logic. Some Congressional leaders also helped stave off stricter reg-ulation of television news. And the courts recognized television newsreporters’ First Amendment rights.
Q: Tell us about the research you did for your book — What were your

sources, how did you research your book, how long did you spend, and so

forth?

Raphael: I began by reading secondary source accounts by historiansof journalism, politics, and regulation. Next, I turned to the biographiesof the broadcast journalists, executives, and officials involved. Then I turned to primary source materials. At that time, the docu-mentaries could only be found in a handful of library archives andbroadcasting museums strewn around the country, from UCLA to theState Historical Society of Wisconsin to the Museum of Television andRadio in New York. I found testimony and original documents reprintedin the Congressional Record, proceedings of the FCC, and court cases.For additional primary documents, I spent several weeks at the Na -tional Archives and Records Administration and the Library of Con -gress, as well as scouring a number of broadcast archives, and the per-sonal papers of the participants. I conducted a content analysis ofmedia coverage of the controversies.I also conducted face-to-face interviews with journalists and mediaexecutives, from former CBS President Frank Stanton to executive pro-
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ducers and directors, even the film editor on a documentary that wasaccused of selective editing. It took me around two years to conduct the research, which I didfor my dissertation while teaching part-time, and around a year towrite the dissertation. After putting it aside to work on other things, Ireturned to it with fresh eyes and wrote the concluding chapter, whichgave me time to gain a larger perspective on what the book meant forcontemporary debates over media-state theory, journalistic freedom,and regulation.The best day of my research came at the National Archives, a dayon which a new batch of Nixon administration papers was released tothe public. I found some new memos by Nixon aide Charles Colsonabout the administration’s strategy for countering the CBS documen-tary The Selling of the Pentagon. As I left the archives, I saw Nixon advi-sor John Ehrlichman and a couple of his associates huddled in the lobby.I imagine that they had come to see what was in the newly-releaseddocuments as well. That assured me that the history I was studying stillmattered.
Q: Besides the sources you used, were there any others you wish you had

been able to examine?

Raphael: The Library of Congress had not yet released some of the in -ternal records of the House Commerce Committee, which led several in -vestigations of documentaries.  I would have liked to know more aboutthe committee’s internal thinking and communications, especially whythe chair, the dogged Rep. Harley Staggers, decided to quit investigatingthe networks.
Q. Based on your research for the book, what would you advise other his-

torians in our field about working with sources?
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Raphael: Compare accounts from multiple sources. For example, theinternal conflict within news organizations over these reports reallycame out through interviewing executives, the director, and the filmeditor of The Selling of the Pentagon, who were united in resisting polit-ical pressure to turn over out-takes from the film to Congress, but hadvery different views about whether the film was edited ethically.Consider bringing your archival research to interviews to stimulatepeople’s memories. Unlike some television news interviews, mine werenot aimed at ambushing sources and catching them in a lie. But givingan interviewee a document or a picture can help jog their memory orprovoke a revealing response. For example, I gave a CBS executive pro-ducer a copy of the news reporting standards and practices manual thatthe network redrafted and released during one controversy as evi-dence of its ethical practices. He took one look at the hefty document,rolled his eyes, and told me that he never consulted it. That reactiontold me something invaluable about the status of the document, andabout the tension between the network’s executives and news produc-ers.
Q: What were the challenges you faced in researching your book?

Raphael: Given limited funds and time, I couldn’t get to every archiveor interview every participant who might’ve told me something impor-tant, so prioritizing my search and knowing when to stop were difficult,but necessary. Some important participants had died without leaving their papersto an archive. I would’ve loved to have interviewed CBS producer JayMcMullen, who was responsible for Biography of a Bookie Joint, whichwas investigated for suggesting that Massachusetts lawmakers wereprotecting illicit gambling houses, and Project Nassau, an aborted re -port on a planned invasion of Haiti and Cuba by U.S.-based exiles, which
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indirectly helped fund the ill-fated coups. Some interviewees who had faced investigation had solidified astory in their heads for the authorities and the press, so it was hard toget them to reexamine it, even years later.I grappled with whether to make and print my own still photosfrom the documentaries in the book, given concerns about copyrightinfringement, and ended up deciding that I was willing to risk a lawsuitto assert my right to fair use for scholarly purposes. Thankfully, Ihaven’t heard from any lawyers.
Q: Is it possible to get too close to a research subject? How do historians

maintain their neutrality of viewpoint when conducting and interpreting

research?

Raphael: I was fortunate in that I wasn’t beholden to anyone for givingme extraordinary or exclusive access to information. And I didn’t feelan overwhelming affinity for one side of these controversies. Most ofthe people I researched weren’t wearing white hats or black hats, butgrey ones. Some of the journalists had indeed engaged in questionableethical practices, such as invading the privacy of innocent and power-less people, or reordering questions and answers during the editingprocess to make interviewees look worse. Some of the government crit-ics had legitimate concerns about how to hold investigative reportersaccountable for staging news, even if many of their cures would havebeen worse than the disease. The only morally uncomplicated actorswere in the Nixon administration and they were maleficent, attackingsome of the documentaries as part of their larger campaign to controlnews coverage and punish journalistic criticism.
Q: What advice would you give to people in our field who are considering

doing a book in JMC history?
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Raphael: It’s seductive to begin by discovering a topic of personalinterest, or one that hasn’t been addressed much in our field, and de -vote yourself to researching it. But I’d encourage colleagues to begin byasking “what does society most need to know about media historynow?” We write about the past, but we write for people living with itsconsequences, and we should take seriously their need for accurate,insightful, and multi-perspectival accounts of how we got here. Ofcourse, this doesn’t mean falling into the trap of present-mindedness bydepicting media history exclusively through our contemporary beliefsand values, especially to justify or celebrate them. People also need tobe estranged from how we create, use, and regulate media today, sothat we can see our own peculiarities and question them. What aspects of media history might help us to address the prob-lems of misinformation and disinformation, hate speech, and privacyinvasion in today’s news environment? What do we need to knowabout the past to understand and counter the political polarization thatcontemporary media can sometimes promote, in which some of us livenot just in our own filter bubbles but in separate fact bubbles? Whatcan we learn from the history of public and nonprofit media in the U.S.and elsewhere that could help us envision an economic model for pub-lic service journalism that is insulated from government and marketpressures? We can’t provide neat historical recipes for resolving theseenduring problems, but we can help people understand importantcauses and neglected dimensions of these challenges, and perhaps helpto evaluate our options.
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